
Modernism and the City

INTRODUCTION

The articles in this section had their origin in a worl\shop on 'Mod
ernism and the City' held at The University of Sydney in July 2005

under the auspices of the School of Languages and Cultures. Some
researchers within the School had already collaborated on a pn~iect com
paring the figure of thej/ill/fliT in a number of modernist literatures,
and this orientation is reflected in several of the articles published here.
More generally, it was apparent that the School, with its wide range
of language and cultural studies departments, including Asian, Middle
Eastern and European, brought together a group of researchers who
could oller valuable insights into the diverse trajectories to lI\odernism;
thus the aim to develop a comparative approach to these themes gave
rise to the workshop 'Modernism and the City', to explore how authors
fi'om different societics and cultural backgrounds relate to the modern
city, each with its own particular trajectory into the present.

According to Malcolm Bradbury,
the literature of experimental Modernism which emerged in the last
years of the nineteenth century .. was an art of cities, especially of the
polyglot cities which, fIll' v<lrious historical re<lsons, had acquired high
activity and gr'eat n~put<ltion as centres of intellectual and cultur<ll
exchange. I

He lists amongst others Berlin, Vienna, Paris, Moscow and St Peters
burg, London, Zurich and New Yorlc \Vhile on the one hand often
established cultural capitals, they also contained within them all the
tensions produced by the novel environment of modern mctropolitan
life, they concentrated the f(wces of change sweeping through the
world, were a ferment of cultural fi'iction, indeed of "cultural chaos",2
the foci of the dissolution of old ties and identities; centres of migra
tion they drew together men of widely contrasting situations and
conditions. Impossible to pin down or convey in traditional forms, the
modern city seemed to demand a revolution in artistic sensibility and
aesthetic expression.
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\Vhat is it about the city that provokes this crisis in representation?
\Vhat are the qualities of the modern city that disrupt the production
of art, which send artists searching Ii)!" new means of expression? For
David HarveyS these features can be found in the speeding up of time
and the compression of space that are characteristic of the modern
city.

Along the dimension of space, we might mention the increasingly
complex interaction that results from the juxtaposition of dillerent
cOlllmunities, whether class, ethnic, or religious-based, whose paths
intersect onto the crowded city streets. And the changing suudivisons
and boundaries of the modern city, as new populations are brought
within its limits, as quarters are transtl>rJlled so rapidly that the ground
'changes beneath the feet' of the inhabitants. Thus geographical and
social mobility (including social exclusion) can occur even as the inhab
itants stay put, so that they may no longer feel 'at home', even though
they have not moved.

Along the other dimension, that of time, let us note the rapidity
and the expectation of change that inevitably transform the concep
tion of past, present and future. The relationship of city to countryside
is not only a spatial relationship but even more one through time: the
return to the country by the writer is also a journey back to the past;
Culture and Nature seem to belong to dillerent time-scales rather than
to co-exist in the same world. And yet they are linked in space by the
technological innovations: the railways, the Post Ollice and the tele
graph wires, the cinema and photography that transform the rhythms
of daily life and the nature of social interaction. Technological innova
tions compress space and time. They serve as sources of metaphor and
metonymy to represent the subjective experience of modernity.

The modern city thus installs nux at the heart of lite and into this
vortex it precipitates the artist, fi\scinated and appalled by its promise
and its danger. Hence the fundamental ambivalence of the artists' atti
tudes towards the city: on the one hand, it may be seen as liberating
and inspirational, vibrant with movement, colour and image, a rich
source of metaphor and narrative. One significant theme of modernist
literature is that of artistic emancipation in and through the city: the
journey of discovery and self-discovery that ends "on the edge of some
urban redefinition of themselves-as if thc quest lor self and art alike
can only be carried out in the glare and existential exposure of the
city".4 On the other hand, the predolllinant experience llIay be that of
disconnection, detachmcllt, even alienation Ii"om all local and particular
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ties, perhaps tinged with nostalgia for the community that has been
lost. And looming over all, the imposed intimacy and proximity of the
cvcr-present crowd which, with its trivial tastes, thre<ltens to cngulf
the unique artistic consciousness. \Ve do not ha\·e to share John C<lrey's
radical critique of modernist writers' dehumanis<ltion of the masses5

to recognise in modernist literature the fear and resentment towards
the crowd that can turn to contempt and hatred.

The modernist writer's relationship to the city is encapsulated in a
series of dilemmas:

• The problematic relationship of the artist to society, because of
the change fi'om the traditional conlnlllllities (Gemeil/schajl) whose
nature and limits were continually reinforced and detined by direct
daily interaction and strong collective consciousness, to the large
anonymous rationalised fi'ameworks of conllllunities (Gese//schajl),

where contact is mediated and collecti\·e consciousness fi-ag
mented, where the writer's place in society is ill-defined, his role
ambiguous.

• The relationship of the artist to the public: the artist sees his role
as that of the mediator of new meanings and filrms, as the inter
preter of social and cultural change, but what public can he hope
to address? To represent something as large and amorphous as the
modern city, undergoing continuous I-apid transformation, requires
conscious innovation in form, theme and genres, experimentation
which threatens to leave the general public at a loss. \-low is the
writer to compete with the siren call of the mass media with their
offer of easy enjoyment and strong sensations?

• The relationship of the writers to their cultlwal roots: should they
try to preserve, adapt or renounce their cultural heritage? Can
non-European artists borrow from \Vestern modernism while
still interpreting a specifically local experience? \Vhat features of
the path to modernity are common to all modern cities;> Are they
shared by the imperial city and the colonised city:'

Many of these dilemmas are explored in the writings discussed in the
following articles. Their interest lies not only in the discussion of the
worl< of each writer, hut in the cross-<:ulturill comparison of perspec
tives that the juxtaposition of these articles allows. Several of the
articles, fill' example, use as their starting point the figure of thejlal/eur,

first identified in nineteenth-century Paris. \Vhile arguing in each
case the significance of the .I'anell/'s stance in the articulation of the
relationship of the poet to the modern city, they sho\\· that each writer
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adapts the figure to their particular historical experience and literary
traditions. Thus Yiyan 'vVang explores the adventure of the j/fl/lellr
in Shanghai throug-h a close reading of a short story by the Chinese
modernist writer Shi Zhecun (1905-200:3). She demonstrates how both
modern and traditional elements shaped and conditioned the formation
of the poet's subjectivity and his representation of the figure of the
.//f/lleur.

Yasuko Claremont introduces two Japanese poets, Hagiwara
Sakutaro and Nagai Kafll, and their poetic representation of Tokyo in
the 1920s, when the city had recently becn resurrected lI"om disastrous
earthquakes and transformed into a modern city. She too uses the figure
of the .//fmellr as the reference point which enables her to identify the
similarities and dillerences in their relationship to the city.

Anthony Dracopolous discusses the Greek poet Cavatys repollse to
the fi'agmelltation caused by the urban experience. For Cavaly, argues
Dracopoulos, city space is empty space. It fill1ctions only as the screen
onto which the individual pJ'(~jects aspects of his lite. It is through
one's involvement that these spaces are instilled with life, meaning' and
emotion and that inanimate spaces are translormed into spaces of one's
own. The poet's role is thus to animate the city with these personal
meanings, holding in tension thc multiple ways of perceiving reality
contained within the city.

Elizabeth Rechniewski explores the work of the French poet Apol
linaire and illustrates how closely Apollinaire I()llowed Baudelaire's
injunction to be the 'poet of modern lile': to capture the epic in the
mundane. Celebrating in his poetry the machines and technology of
the Belle Epoque, the routines of urban life, the transformations of the
Parisian cityscape, his innovations in both content and I()rm-hlr more
dramatic than those of the Symbolists-made him one of the most
influential of French poets abroad. The dialectic of immersion in and
distance from the crowd, openness to the new tinged with nostalgia
for what has becn lost, that characterise his writings on the city, reveal
moreover the liJlI complexity and ambiguity of the artist's engagement
with modernity.

Ahmad Shboul explores the role of f()ur major Arab poets in the
movement of 'modern poetry' in the Arab East and in particular its
emergence and maturity in Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo and Damascus
during the pcriod W+5-1fJ()5. Highlighting the themes of deracina
tion and alienation, and the writers' indictment of political oppression,
corruption and social hypocrisy, Shboul documents the multi-faceted
attitudes and complex subjectivc responses of thc poets to the Arab
metropolis.
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Nijmeh Ha.iiar discusses the Abd aI-Rahman Munif's Biography qf
a Ci~1': Amman ill the Forties, demonstrating how the novel innovativcly
attributes human characteristics to the city by dra\ving a historical
parallel between the author's growth into maturity and the city's entry
into modernity. She argues that Munif's rich experience of life in
various cities and professions, and his absence fi'om Amman fc)r almost
fiHlr decades, have sharpened his memory, enabling him to present an
analytical, but affectionate and intimate. portrait of the emerging Jor
danian capital, not only as an insider returning to his city, but also as a
participating observer.

The final articles in this section adopt a llJore tangential approach to
the study of modernity, seeking to highlight less well-known aspects
of the filrmation of the modern consciousness.

Tim Fitzpatrick examines the rise of theatre perfi>rlnance in Italy
and in London in the early modern period, focusing on the theatre's
connection with respective urban living patterns. In their invention of
the box oflice, their portrayal of city life on stage, and their open-air
performance mode, \vhich places the action on stage in continuity with
the surrounding cityscape rather than quarantined from it, the COI1/

lIlf'{fia tle//'arte and performance in the Elizabethan public playhouses
share important characteristics. This situation changes marl\edly as
we approach the modern period: an increasingly 'privatised' lifCstyle in
the city leads to an increased fCJCUS on private and personal exchanges.
The stage now represents a domestic interior which, though undeniably
urban, detaches itself from the surrounding cityscape. The perfc)rmance
space is quarantined fi'olll its urban environment, its audience insulated
Ii'om external visual and aural distractions, sitting comfiJrtably in a
blacked-out and soundproof auditorium Ii'om which to view the oil-lit,
gas-lit and then electric-lit stilge.

Milrgaret Sankey's article demonstrates how, at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, the project of modernisllJ played a defining
role in one of the early French scientific \'oyages to Australia: the
Raudin expedition. Focusing on the voyagers' stay at Port Jackson in
November I H02, Sankey argues that the experience of the participants,
as reflected in the later reporting of the voyage by I'i>ron, are shaped
by the modernist imperative, both methodologically and ideologically.
The close parallels between the modernist scientific pl'l~iect, fClllllded on
the mastery over nature, and the coloniill pn~iect, fC)[l/lded on the pos
session of lands and those who live in them, give rise to a l,ind of con
tamination of the first by the second, centred on the prize possession
of Sydney. From Peron's "<IllthroJ>ologicill" point of view, the colonial
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enterprise revealed itself to be a natural progression from the scientific
enterprise, both modern in their focus.

Paolo I3anoloni deals with the interactive relationship between cul
tural memory and urban space and argues filr the importance of the
migratory imagination and memorisation in the constitution of modern
and contemporary cityscapes. The urban design of migrant and ethnic
suburbs all around the world is testimony to the urgency and necessity
of erecting these essential supports for the present which, in order to
fulfill their function, have to be ditlerent and yet similar to their origin;
they might be called "bad translations". Examining the spatial 'transla
tion' of Italian architecture and cultural activities in Sydney's Norton
Street, Bartoloni argues that the Italian Forum, like many other migra
tory sites all over Australia, is evidence that memory rejects 'good'
translation in order to remain memory.

This last article demonstrates once again the inter-relationship of
the great modern cities, with the artists as the intermediaries in the
translation of the experience of modernity. As Bradbury writes of
the cosmopolitanism of modernism: "one city leads to another in the
distinctive aesthetic voyage into the metamorphosis of fimn".!; The
articles in this section take the reader on a voyage of discovery, in the
course of which the perspective of distance may actually re\'l~al some
familiar themes.

-Elizabeth Reclllliewski, October 2()O.')
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